Creative- We are learning to:

Literacy- We are learning to:

Talk about my paintings with a friend

Read a selection of Traditional Tales

Choose the best materials to create a
new object.
Listen to and celebrate music from
around the world.

Draw/write own story map and begin to use it
to support retelling.
Use and understand recently introduced
vocabulary during discussions about stories,
non-fiction, rhymes and poems and during

what we hear with relevant
questions, comments and actions

Start to write simple CVC words and some of

whole class discussions and small

even using a capital letter and full stop.

group interactions.
Listen to and talk about stories to
build familiarity and

learning to:

understanding. Retell the story,

Demonstrate strength and coordination when
Practice different ways of jumping, landing and

Listen attentively and respond to

when being read to and during

with known sound-letter correspondences, maybe

playing.

Language-we are learning to:

role-play
us will start to write short sentences with words

Physical Development-We are

Communication and

Once Upon a Time

once we have developed a deep
familiarity with the text.

balancing.
Develop the overall body strength, co-

Maths- We are learning:

ordination, balance and agility.

Subitising

Hold a pencil effectively in preparation for

Number bonds to 5

writing – starting to use the tripod grip.

5 and a bit structure when

Throw, catch and boune a ball.

exploring 6 &7.

Understanding the World- We are
PSED- We are learning to:
Listen to others ideas and suggestions.
Manage own hygiene and personal needs
and understand the importance of healthy
food choices.
follow instructions involving several ideas or
actions.

learning to:
Use a simple programme on a computer
e.g. paint.
Know the difference between plants and
animals.
Draw a simple map of places known or
from a story.

Decomposing numbers mentally
More than
Fewer than
Equal number
Comparison

